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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix, and write A = H + iK, where i2 = - 1 and H 
and K are Hermitian matrices. The characteristic polynomial of the pencil XH + yK is 
f( 1c, y, z)=det(zI - xH - yK). Suppose f(z, y. z) is factored into a product of irre- 
ducible polynomials. Kippenhahn [5, p. 2121 conjectured that if there is a repeated 
factor, then there is a unitary matrix U such that U-‘AU is block diagonal. We prove 
that if f(x, y, .z) has a linear factor of multiplicity greater than n/3, then H and K 
have a common eigenvector. This may be viewed as a special case of Kippenhahn’s 
conjecture. 
INTRODUCTION 
We shall discuss a conjecture of Kippenhahn [5, p. 2121 concerning the 
characteristic polynomial of a pencil generated by two Hermitian matrices. 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix, and write A = H + iK, where H and K are 
Hermitian and i2 = - 1. Let f(x, y, z)=det(zI - xH - yK), the characteristic 
polynomial of XH + yK. Kippenhahn conjectured that if, when f(x, y, z) is 
factored into a product of irreducible polynomials, there is a repeated factor, 
then there is a unitary matrix U such that U-‘AU is block diagonal. 
Kippenhahn gave a proof for the case where f(x, y, z) is either a power of a 
quadratic polynomial, a power of a linear polynomial, or a product of powers 
of two distinct linear factors. This conjecture seems to be little known. 
Section 1 consists of notation, definitions, and preliminary material. In 
section 2 we discuss some elementary results concerning f(x, y, z). Our main 
result appears in section 3; it is a result about linear factors of f(x, y, z) of 
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high multiplicity and can be viewed as a special case of Kippenhahn’s 
conjecture. 
The main subject of Kippenhahn’s paper was the numerical range. 
Mumaghan [9] and Kippenhahn [5] independently showed that the algebraic 
curve det(.zZ + XH + yK)=O determines the numerical range of A = H + iK. 
Note that det( zZ + xH + yK) = f( - x, - y, z). We plan to discuss the con- 
nection between f(x, y, z) and the numerical range of A in a sequel, where 
we study the case where f(x, y, z) is a power of a quadratic and some special 
cases involving linear and quadratic factors. 
1. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES 
The notation is, for the most part, standard. Let A be an n X n matrix 
with complex entries. The matrix A* = XT is the conjugate transpose of A. 
If U is a unitary matrix such that U*AU is block diagonal with diagonal 
blocks A,, A,, . . . , A,ofsizesn,Xn,,n,Xns,...,n,Xn,,wewrite U*AU= 
A,@A,@ . . . @A,. We shall say a matrix is D(n,, n2,...,n,) if it is block 
diagonal with blocks of sizes n,,...,n,, where O<n,<n for i=l,...,t and 
nl + n2 + . f * + nt = 12. 
DEFINITION. An n X n complex matrix which is similar, via a unitary 
matrix, to a block diagonal matrix of the form D(n,, . . . , n,) will be called 
unitarily reducible. 
A normal matrix is unitarily reducible to a diagonal matrix. If A is unitarily 
reducible to a matrix which is D( nl,. . . , n,), then the smaller the numbers n, 
are, the closer A is to being a normal matrix. 
Recall that if A is any n X n complex matrix, we may write A = H + iK, 
where H and K are Hermitian matrices. We have H =(A + A*)/2 and 
K =( A - A*)/2i. Notice that A is normal if and only if HK = KH. A 
subspace % of the vector space of n X 1 column vectors, will be invariant 
under both A and A* if and only if % is invariant under both H and K. Thus, 
by a theorem of Specht ([12], or see [2] or [lo]), A is unitarily reducible if and 
only if H and K have a nontrivial, common, invariant subspace. This leads us 
to study the pair of Hermitian matrices H and K in order to obtain 
information about A. 
In order to study the pair of Hermitian matrices H and K, we shall 
consider the pencil XH + yK. 
DEFINITION. Let A and B be a pair of n X n matrices over a field F. The 
pencil generated by A and B is the set of all linear combinations, over F, of A 
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and B, and is denoted XA + yB, where x and y are indeterminates over F. 
Thus,xA+yB={rA+sB]r,sEF}. 
The problem studied in this paper deals with the characteristic polynomial 
of the pencil XH + yK. 
DEFINITION. The characteristic polynomial of the pencil XA + yB is the 
polynomial f( x, y, z) = det( zZ - xA - yB). 
The polynomial f(x, y, z) is homogeneous of degree n in the variables x, 
y, and z. If S is a nonsingular n X n matrix, then det(zZ - xS_‘AS - yS-‘BS) 
= det(zZ - xA - yB), so the pencils XA + yB and XS’AS + yS-‘BS have the 
same characteristic polynomial. For a particular choice of values for x and y, 
say x0 and ya, we have f(x,, yO, z) = det(zZ -(x,A + y,B)), which is the 
usual characteristic polynomial of the matrix x,A + y,,B. Motzkin and 
Taussky [8] studied the characteristic polynomial det(zZ - rA - yB) in their 
work on pencils. 
Let f(x, y, z)=[m,(x, y, x)]‘~[+rr~(x, y, z)]‘2. . . [~~(x, y, z)]‘t be the factori- 
zation of f(x, y, z) into irreducible factors, where ri, ~a,. . . ,vrt are distinct, 
irreducible polynomials. We shall say the polynomial rj occurs with multiplic- 
ity I;. Note that since f(r, y, x) is homogeneous, each V~ must be homoge- 
neous. 
CONJECTURE (Kippenhahn [5, p. 2121). If f(x, y, z) has a repeated 
factor, i.e. if 1; > 1 for some 1 G id t, then the matrix A is unitarily reducible. 
Our main result, which appears in Section 3, says that if f(x, y, z) has a 
linear factor of multiplicity greater than n/3, then H and K have a common 
eigenvector and hence A is unitarily reducible. 
Of special interest is the case where f(x, y, z) factors into n linear factors. 
This is related to property L, defined below. 
DEFINITION. The matrices A and B are said to have property L if, for 
some fixed ordering (~i,. . . , a, of the eigenvalues of A and pi,. . . , &, of the 
eigenvalues of B, the matrix rA + yB has eigenvalues xq + y& for i = 1,. . . , n, 
for any values of x and y. 
Matrices with property L were first studied by Motzkin and Taussky [7, 
81. Among other results, they proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM (Motzkin, Taussky [7]). Zf H and K are Hermitian matrices 
with property L, then HK = KH. 
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Wiegmann [ 151 and Wielandt [ 161 have shown that normal matrices with 
property L commute. 
By the Motzkin-Taussky theorem, an n X n complex matrix A = H + iK is 
normal if and only if H and K have property L. Let h,, . . . , h, be the 
eigenvalues of H, and let k,,. . . , k, be the eigenvalues of K. If H and 
K have property L, then XH + yK has eigenvahres xhi + yk i. Thus, as 
Motzkin and Taussky pointed out, the characteristic polynomial f(x, y, z) = 
det(zZ - xH - yK) will factor into the n linear factors z - hix - kiy, where 
i=l ,.**> n: 
f(x,y,x)=(z-hp-k,y)(z-hh,x-k,y).+-h,x-k,y) 
Conversely, if f(r, y, z) factors this way, then H and K must have property L 
and A = H + iK must be normal. So A = H + iK is normal if and only if 
det(zZ - xH - yK) factors into n linear factors. 
Now suppose A is unitarily reducible to a block diagonal matrix with 
blocks of sizes n 1,. . . , n,. Then for some unitary matrix U we have 
U*AU=U*HU+iU*KU=A,@A,@ ... @A,, 
where Ai is ni X ni. The matrices U*HU and U*KU are again Hermitian; if 
we let Ai = Hi + iK,, where Hi and Ki are ni X ni Hermitian matrices, then 
U*HU = H,@ H,@ . . . @H, and U*KU= K,@K,@ . . . CBK,. We then have 
f(x,y,z)=det(zZ-rH-yK)=det(d-rU*HU-yU*KU) 
= iil det( zZ - xHi - yK,), 
so f(x, y, x) factors into t homogeneous polynomials of degrees n,, n2,. . . , n,. 
It is natural to ask if the converse holds in this case also-if f(x, y, z) factors, 
must the matrix A be unitarily reducible? An example given by Kippenhahn 
[5, pp. 205-2061 shows that the answer is no (see also Example 1 below). 
However, Kippenhahn’s conjecture is that if there are repeated factors, then 
A will be unitarily reducible. 
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2. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE CHARACTERISTIC 
POLYNOMIAL OF XH + yK 
In this section we derive some results concerning f(x, y, z). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let H and K be n X n Hermitian matrices. Then the 
coefficients of the polynomial f(x, y, z) =det(zI - XH - yK) are real. 
Proof. Let f(x, y, z) denote the polynomial obtained by replacing the 
coefficients of f(x, y, z) with their complex conjugates. Then f(x, y, z)= 
det(zZ - xH - yK)* =det(zZ - ICH - yK)= f(r, y, z). Hence the coefficients 
of f(x, y, z) are all real.’ n 
If A = H + iK and B = H’ + iK’ are unitarily similar, then for some uni- 
tary matrix U we have H’ = U*HU and K’ = WK.9 Hence det(zI - XH - 
yK)= det(zZ - xH’- yK’). However, the following example shows that two 
pencils can have the same characteristic polynomial without being unitarily 
similar. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
i 
i =H+iK, 
-a+i 
where a is a nonzero real number. Then 
The eigenvectors of H are the standard basis vectors 
‘This proof was suggested by the referee. 
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and scalar multiples of these three vectors. Since none of these is an 
eigenvector of K, the matrices H and K do not have a common eigenvector, 
and hence A cannot be unitarily reduced to a matrix which is D(1,2). 
However, computing f(x, y, z), we find 
f(x,y,z)=det(zZ-xH--yK)=z[(z-ax-y)(z+ax-y)-33y2]. 
Thus, while the characteristic polynomial factors over C into a linear factor 
and a quadratic factor, the matrix A is not unitarily reducible. Let 
where a is a nonzero real number. Then det( zZ - xH’ - yK’) = z [( z - ax 
- y )( z + ax - y) -3~~1. Since A is not unitarily reducible, and B is D(1,2), 
the matrices A and B are not unitarily equivalent. 
Thus, in general, the polynomial f(x, y, z) does not uniquely determine A 
‘up to unitary similarity. However, if A is a 2X2 matrix, then it is uniquely 
determined, up to unitary similarity, by f( x, y, z). A straightforward, compu- 
tational proof appears below. This fact also follows from the fact that the 
numerical range of a 2 X2 matrix is an ellipse-we shah discuss this more 
fully in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A = H, + iK, and B = H, + iK,, where A and B are 
2X2 complex matrices and H,, K,, H,, and K, are Hermitian. Suppose 
det(zZ - xH, - yK, )=det( zZ - xH, - yK,). Then there is a unitary matrix U 
such that U*AU = B.2 
Proof We may unitarily put A into upper triangular form, so, without 
loss of generality, we may assume 
‘This was known to Allendoerfer, who conjectured that it held for n X n matrices. Albert [l] 
constructed a class of counterexamples. Albert’s work treats the question of simultaneous, 
orthogonal similarity of sets of real symmetric matrices, rather than Hermitian matrices. 
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where X, and h, are the eigenvalues of A, and a is some complex number. 
Write h 1 = rl + is, and A, = r, + is,, where rl, sl, ra, and ss are real numbers. 
Then 
det(zI-xH,-yK,)=z2-[(r,+r2)x+(s,+s2)y]x 
Setting x = 1 and y = i in the equation det( zZ - xH, - yK,) = det( zZ - xH, - 
yK,) yields det(zZ - A) =det(zZ - B). Thus, A and B have the same eigen- 
values, h, and h,. Applying a unitary similarity to B, we may assume 
B= 
As before, we have 
det(zZ-xH,-yK2)=z2-[(r,+r2)x+(s,+s2)y]x 
Since det(zZ - xH, - yK,)=det(zI - xH, - yK,), we must have \a\=) bJ. 
Hence, a = be” for some 0~ 6 ~277. Setting 
we see that U is unitary and U*A U = B. n 
Kippenhahn also formulated his conjecture in the following way: if the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of xH + yK is less than the degree of the 
characteristic polynomial f(x, y, s), then A = H + iK is unitarily reducible. 
There may be some question about what we mean by the minimal 
polynomial of a pencil, and whether the usual facts about the minimal 
polynomial of a matrix over a field still hold in this situation. Kippenhahn [5] 
points out that the usual results and proofs carry over; our discussion below is 
a bit different. 
Let A and I3 be a pair of n X n complex matrices. We may view the pencil 
XA + yB as a single matrix with entries from the ring of polynomials in two 
indeterminants over the complex numbers, denoted C[ x, y]. Let K denote the 
quotient field of C[x, y]; the field K is the field of rational functions of x and 
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y with complex coefficients. We now view XA + yB as a matrix over the field 
K. The characteristic polynomial, f(x, y, z), is then considered as a poly- 
nomial in z with coefficients in K; the minimal polynomial, denoted m(z), of 
xA + yB, is also an element of the polynomial ring K [ z]. Since we are now 
dealing with a matrix, XA + yB, over a field K, the standard results, which we 
state’below, will hold: 
(1) The Cayley-Hamilton theorem tells us 
(2) If g(z)E K[z] and g(rA+yB)=O, then m(z) divides g(x) in K[z]. 
(3) If f(x, y, z)=[~~(~)]“[~~(~)]‘2.. . [T,(z)]~~ is the factorization of f 
into distinct, irreducible polynomials 7~i, us, . . . , vrt, where the factorization is 
in the polynomial ring K [ .z], then m(z)= rni’$z. . . $I, where the si’s are 
integers and O< si < ri for i = 1,. . . , t. 
Since C[x, y] is a unique factorization domain and K is the quotient field 
of C[x, y], Gauss’s lemma tells us we may assume that the irreducible factors 
?~i,. . . ,rt which appear in the factorization of f(x, y, z) over K [z] are 
polynomials in z with coefficients from C[ x, y]. Since f is homogeneous in X, 
y, and z, the polynomials 7~~) 4,. . . , vrt are homogeneous polynomials in X, y, 
and z with coefficients in 6; we may write ri(x, y, z) rather than ~~(2). (See 
also Gaines [4, p. 1251.) The polynomial m(z) E K [ z] is also a homogeneous 
polynomial in X, y, and z with coefficients in C; we can write m(x, y, z) for 
m( z ). Since the coefficient of Z” in f(r, y, z) is 1, we may take the 
coefficients of the highest power of z appearing in each of the polynomials 
~i>+$,..., 4 and m to be 1 also. 
The minimal polynomial of a Hermitian matrix has no multiple roots; this 
generalizes to the pencil XH + yK. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f(x, y, x) = det(zZ - xH - yK) = [rl(x, y, z)]‘~ 
. . . [~~(x, y, z)]‘t, and let m(x, y, z) be the minimal polynomial of XH + yK. 
Then m(x, y, z)= 7r17r2.. . ni. 
Proof. Let mO(x, y, z)= rl* f * 4. Then m,(x, y, xH + yK) is a poly- 
nomial expression of the matrix xH + yK and hence is an n X n matrix of 
polynomials in the variables x and y. Let 
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If x0 and ye are real numbers, the matrix x,H + y,K is Hermitian and 
hence is diagonable. Thus m,(x,, ya, x,H+ yoK) is the zero matrix for all 
real numbers x0 and y,,. This implies g,&x,,, ye)=0 for all real numbers x0 
and y0 and i,i=l,..., n. Hence gii(x, y) must be the zero polynomial for all 
i,j=l ,..., n, and we have mO(x,y,xH+yK)=O. Therefore m,(x,y, x)=T~ 
. . . rt = m(r, y, x), the minimal polynomial of XH + yK. n 
Hence, the characteristic polynomial of xH + yK has repeated factors if 
and only if the degree of the minimal polynomial of xH + yK is less than 72. 
The conclusion of Proposition 3 need not hold for pairs of matrices which 
are not Hermitian. For example, if 
where p is any complex number, then det( xZ - XA - yB) = z2( z - j3y). A 
direct computation shows that the minimal polynomial of XA + yB is also 
a2(a -by). 
We conclude Section 2 with another example. Example 1 shows that if 
f(x, y, Z) has a linear factor, then H and K may or may not have a common 
eigenvector. The matrices in Example 1 were 3 X 3; the example below shows 
how to construct a pair of n X n Hermitian matrices which do not have a 
common eigenvector, but such that f(x, y, x) does have a linear factor. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
H= 
0 
a2 0 
a3 
0 . . 
where (Ye, . . . , a, are distinct real numbers. Let 
K= 
0 1 1 ... 1 
1 1 1 ..* 1 
1 1 1 ... 1 
. . . . . . 
; ; ; . . . ; 
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H and K are n X n Hermitian matrices. Consider f(x, y, z). This polynomial is 
divisible by z if and only if det( xH + yK) =O. We shall show how to choose 
oa,...,o,, so that det(xH+ yK)=O: 
10 Y Y . . . Y 
Y %?x + Y Y . . . Y 
xH+yK= y Y a,x+y ... y , 
Y Y Y . . . e,r+y 
det(xH + yK) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in x and y: 
det(xH + yK)= r,y” + rlxynpl + . . . + r”_ix”-ly + r,x”. 
We compute the coefficients ra, ri, . . . , r,,. Clearly, r,, = r,_ i = 0. To get a term 
of the form cxnp2y2, we must take exactly n -2 nonzero diagonal elements. 
Hence, 
q-2=(-1) i a2~3”‘~i_-lai+l”‘a”. 
i=2 
Now to get a term of the form cx n-3y3, we must take exactly n -3 nonzero 
diagonal elements. Thus 
X (a sum of products of n - 3 distinct oi ‘s) 
Since 
the coefficient T~_~ =O. A similar argument shows r, = ri = . . . = r,_, ~0. 
Hence det(xH + yK)= T,_~x”-~ 2 y , and det( xH + yK) = 0 if and only if 
(*) 
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Thus, if we choose real numbers as,. . . , a, to satisfy Equation ( * ), then H will 
be Hermitian and det(zZ - xH - yK) will be divisible by z. If, in addition, 
0, a s, . . . , a, are distinct, then the eigenvectors of H are all scalar multiples of 
the standard basis vectors. Since none of these is an eigenvector of K, the 
matrices H and K have no common eigenvector. Thus, by choosing distinct, 
nonzero real numbers a s, . . . , an which satisfy Equation ( * ), one can construct 
Hermitian matrices H and K such that det(zZ - xH - yK) is divisible by z, 
but H and K have no common eigenvector. Note that if as = a and as = - a, 
we obtain the matrix A of Example 1. For general R, one can use ai = i 
i=2,..., n - 1 and then set 
L+L+L+ 
1 -1 
en=- ( . . . 2 4 3 +_ n-l 1 * 
3. LINEAR FACTORS OF HIGH MULTIPLICITY 
We now prove our main result, which says that if a linear factor occurs 
with a high enough multiplicity in the factorization of f(x, y, z), then H and 
K must have a common eigenvector. Although the proof does not apparently 
generalize to other cases, the result would be an immediate consequence of 
Kippenhahn’s conjecture, if that conjecture is true. First, we prove a lemma 
which will be needed. 
LEMMA. Suppose f(x, y, z) = det(xZ - xH - yK) = (z - ax - fiy)’ 
g(x, y, z), where x - ax - j3y does not divide g(x, y, z). Then there exist real 
numbers a and b such that aa + fib is an eigenoalue of the matrix aH + bK 
of multiplicity exactly r. (Equivalently, aH + bK -(cra + j3b)Z has rank 
n-r.) 
Proof. Since f(x, y, z)=(z -ax -/?y)‘g(x, y, z), the number crxc +pya 
is an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least r for all x0 and ya. Suppose, by 
contradiction, that aa + /3b is an eigenvalue of aH + bK of multiplicity 
greater than r for all real a and b. Then (u” - aa - j3byfi divides the 
polynomial f(a, b, z) for all real values of a and b. This is possible if and only 
if (2 - ax - /3y)‘” divides f(x, y, z), which contradicts the assumption that 
z - (YT -by does not divide g(r, y, z). Hence, for some real a and b, the 
number Lya + /3b is an eigenvalue of aH + bK of multiplicity exactly r. Since 
aH + bK is Hermitian, this is equivalent to saying aH + bK - (Lya + fl b)Z has 
rank n - r. n 
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THEOREM. Let H and K be n X n Hermitian matrices. Suppose f(r, y, z) 
=det(zI-xH-yK)=(z-arx-py)‘g(r,y,z), wherex-ax-By does not 
divide g(x, y, z). Then if r > n/3, the matrices H and K have a common 
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalues cy of H and fi of K. 
Proof. We first show that without loss of generality, we may assume 
H - al has rank n - T (i.e. (Y is an eigenvalue of H of multiplicity exactly r) 
and that CY = p =O. By the lemma, there exist real numbers a and b such that 
aa +/lb is an eigenvalue of aH + bK of multiplicity exactly r. If we choose 
real numbers c and d so that 
det z 5; #O, 
( 1 
then the matrices aH + bK and cH + dK generate the same pencil as H and 
K. Since a, b, c, and d are real, aH + bK and cH + dK are Hermitian. If we 
replace H and K by aH + bK and cH + dK, the polynomial f(x, y, z) 
undergoes a linear change of variable and hence has the same type of 
factorization. Hence, we may replace H and K by aH + bK and cH + dK and 
thus assume that H - aZ has rank n - r. 
Next, we replace H by H - al: 
det(zZ-x(H-aZ)-yK)=det((z+cyx)Z-xH-yK) 
‘(Z -Py>'g(x, Y, z + ax). 
Since z - cxx - j3y does not divide g(x, y, z), we see z - j3y does not divide 
g(x, y, z + ax). Furthermore, H and H - aZ have the same eigenvectors. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we may replace H by H - aZ and thus 
assume (Y =O. Similarly, we may assume j3 =O. Thus, we may assume 
f(x, y, z)= z’g(x, y, z), where z does not divide g(x, y, z) and H has rank 
n - r. Zero is then an eigenvalue of H of multiplicity exactly r, and an 
eigenvalue of K of multiplicity at least r. 
We now diagonalize H with a unitary similarity, U, and apply the same 
similarity to K. The matrices V*HV and V*KV are again Hermitian, so we 
may assume H=diag(O,O ,..., O,h,+, ,..,, h,) where h,+,h,+,... h,, #O. Par- 
tition the matrix K into the following block form: 
r n--r 
K= 
KU K,, r 
i-t-1 K;, K, n-r ’ 
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where K,, is r X r, K,, is rX(n-r), and K,, is (n-r)X(n-r). Let 
K,, =(kii), where i, j= r + l,.. ., n. Since K is Hermitian, K,, is also Hermi- 
tian and kii = kii. 
We first show that K,, =O. We have 
xH+K= 
and det(zZ-xH-K)=f(x,l,z)=z’g(x,l,z). The coefficient of zi in 
det(zZ-xH-K) is (-l)“-i times the sum of all the principal (n-i)X 
(R - i) minors of the matrix xH + K. Since the coefficient of zi is zero for 
i=O,l,..., r - 1, the sum of all the principal (n - i) X (n - i) minors of the 
matrixxH+Kiszeroforeachi=O,l,...,r-1. 
For a fixed i, the sum of all the principal (ta - i) X (72 - i ) minors of 
xH + K is a polynomial in x of degree rr - r, for each i = 0,. . . , r - 1. The 
coefficient of rn-’ in this polynomial is 
(hr+ lh+ .-.h,)X[the sum of the principal (r-i)X(r-i) minors of the 
r X r matrix K,,]. 
Since h,, 1. ..h,#O, the sum of all the principal (r-i)X(r-i) minors of 
K,, is equal to zero, for each i =O,..., r - 1. Thus the characteristic poly- 
nomial of K,, is x’, and K;, =O. Since K,, is Hermitian, K,, =O. We now have 
H= 
I hn 
and K= 
n-r 
A column vector 5=(x,,..., ~,)r is in the null space of H if and only if 
x,+1 x,+2= . . = x =O. We shall show that if r > n/3, it is possible to 
find a nonzero vector i=(x, ,..., x,,O ,..., O)T which is in the null space of K. 
This will complete the proof. 
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K 
XI 
xr 
0 
0 
= 
r 
n--r 
The matrix K$ is (n - r ) X r. If r > n/2, then the null space of H, which we 
denote by S(H), has dimension greater than n/2. Also, 9Z(K) has dimen- 
sion greater than n/2. Hence %(H) 17 %( K)#O, and H and K have a 
common eigenvector with eigenvalue zero. 
It remains to consider the case r < n/2. Then r < n - r, so rank( Kf,)G T. 
If rank( K,*,)< r, then there exists a nonzero solution to the system 
and we are done. 
We now show K,* cannot have rank r. If Kr, has rank r, then K,, also has 
rank r. Hence the T rows of K,, are linearly independent. The full matrix K 
has rank at most n - r, since 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least 7. The 
first T rows of K are linearly independent, so these r rows, together with some 
choice of n -2~ rows from the (n - r)X n matrix (K$ 1 K,), generate the 
row space of K. Relabel the rows so that the first n -2~ rows of (K& 1 K,,) 
satisfy this condition. Write 
where q+i ,..., (Y,_, and yl,..., y, are row vectors of length r, and fir+ 1,. . . , P, 
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are row vectors of length n - r. Then each of the r rows of 
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is expressible as a linear combination of the first n - r rows of the matrix K. 
Since K,, is the r X r zero matrix, each of the last r rows, yr, . . . , y,, of the 
matrix K$ is a linear combination of the first n -2r rows of KT,. Hence, the 
rank of K:, is at most n -2~. But we assumed K,*, had rank T. Thus, 
r < n -2~ and T < n/3, contrary to the hypothesis r > n/3. Hence K& 
cannot have rank r. n 
REMARK 1. Repeated application of the theorem yields a sharper result 
on the number of linearly independent, common eigenvectors of H and K. If 
H and K satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, then they have a common 
eigenvector, corresponding to the eigenvalue (Y of H and p of K. Since H and 
K are Hermitian, there is a unitary matrix U such that 
U*HU = 
where H, and K, are (n - 1) X (n - 1) Hermitian matrices. The first column 
of U is the common eigenvector, and U is then completed by the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization process. Now, det( zl - xH - yK) = det(zZ - xU*HU -- 
yU*KU)=(z -ax -fiy)det(zZ - xH, - yK,). Hence we have det(zZ - xH, 
- y&)=(2 -ax -Py)‘-‘gtx, y, ~1, where z - (YX - /? y does not divide 
g(x,y,z). If r-l>(n--1)/3, we may apply the theorem to H, and K, and 
obtain a common eigenvector of H, and K, with eigenvalue a corresponding 
to H, and p corresponding to K,. The matrices H and K will thus have two 
linearly independent common eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue (Y 
of H and the eigenvalue p of K. Continuing in this manner, we see that if 
r - i >( n - i)/3, the matrices H and K will have i + 1 linearly independent 
eigenvectors. 
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REMARK 2. Finding common eigenvectors for pairs of matrices arises in 
connection with property P, a form of generalized commutativity. See McCoy 
[6], the paper by Drazin, Dungey, and Gruenberg [3], and the survey papers 
by Taussky [13, 141. 
We give some examples to illustrate the theorem, show that the inequality 
r > n/3 is the best possible, and show that the result does not hold for pairs of 
matrices which are not Hermitian. 
EXAMPLE 3. This example illustrates the theorem. Let 
and 
where a, b, c, and s are nonzero real numbers. Then 
det(zZ-rH-yK)=z2[z2- (sx+cy)’ -2a2b2y2-2b2y2], 
so H and K satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem with r =2 and n =4. Note 
that 
is a common eigenvector of H and K with eigenvalue 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 
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where a is a nonzero real number. Let 
0 1 1 
K= l 1 1 1 I . 1 1 1 
These matrices were used in Example 1. We showed there that det(zZ - xH 
- yK) = z [( z - ax - y)( z + ax - y) - 3y2] and that H and K have no com- 
mon eigenvector. Note that in this example, n ~3, and r = 1 = n/3 and the 
conclusion of the theorem does not hold. Thus, this example shows that the 
inequality r > n/3 is the best possible. 
EXAMPLE 5. We use the previous example to construct a pair of 6X6 
Hermitian matrices for which r = 2 = 6/3 and the conclusion of the theorem 
does not hold. Let 
where H, and K, are the 3X3 matrices used in Example 4. Then 
det( zZ - xH - yK) = [det( zZ - xH, - yK,)12 
=Z2[(Z-uX-y)(Z+ar-y)-3y2]2. 
Thusr=2andn=6,sor=n/3. 
We now show H and K have no common eigenvector. Suppose CY is a 
common eigenvector of H and K. Write 
where (or and o2 are 3 X 1 column vectors. Then 
Hence (or and (us must be common eigenvectors of H, and K,. Since H, and 
K, have no common eigenvectors, H and K cannot have a common eigenvec- 
tor. Thus, r = n/3 and the conclusion of Theorem 4 does not hold. 
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EXAMPLE 6. The construction used in Example 5 can be generalized to 
produce a pair of 3m X3m matrices H and K such that 
Simply let H be the direct sum of m copies of the 3 X 3 matrix 
and let K be the direct sum of m copies of the 3 X 3 matrix 
0 1 1 
K,= i 1 1 1  
1 1 1 
Then the same argument used in Example 5 shows that H and K have no 
common eigenvector, although r = m =3m/3 = n/3. 
We now give some examples which show the condition that H and K are 
Hermitian is needed. 
EXAMPLE 7. Let 
where fi is a complex number. The matrices A and B are not Hermitian, and 
det(zZ-xA-yyB)=det -Y Z-PY 
i 
z --x 0 
--X 
0 Y 2 
Thus we have r =2 and n =3, so r > n/3. The matrix A has exactly one 
linearly independent eigenvector, 
1 
(1 0 . 0 
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This is not an eigenvector of B. Hence A and B have no common eigenvector, 
and the conclusion of the theorem does not hold. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let 
A= 
Let 
B= 
Then 
det(zZ-rA-yB)=det 
1 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0’ 
0 0 0 0 I 
1 1 0 1’ 
1 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0’ 
0 0 0 01 
So n =4 and r =2> n/3 = 4/3. The eigenvectors of A are (1 0 0 O)T with 
eigenvahre 1, (0 1 0 O)T with eigenvalue - 1, and ((0 0 a b)la, b are 
complex numbers, not both zero} with eigenvalue zero. Now 
2---x-y -Y 
= z2det 
-Y z+x-2y 
=z2[(z-x-y)(z+x-2y)- y”]. 
while 
B 
and 
0 
0 = I ii, 
B 
b 
; 
0 
0 
1 
i 
1 
= 2 
0 
0 
11 0 ' 
0 
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so no eigenvector of A is an eigenvector of B. Note that both A and B can be 
diagonalized, so the theorem does not hold for a pair of diagonable matrices. 
We now describe how this result would follow from Kippenhahn’s conjec- 
ture. This will give some insight into the role played by the number n/3. 
Suppose the conjecture is true. Since the characteristic polynomial of a 
block diagonal matrix is the product of the characteristic polynomials of the 
blocks, repeated application of the conjecture shows that H and K are 
simultaneously similar to block diagonal matrices H’ and K’ such that the 
characteristic polynomials of the diagonal blocks of xH’+ yK’ have no 
repeated factors. Thus, by applying a unitary similarity, we may assume 
XHl1-t YKll 
~4, + YK, 
xH+yK= 
where det( ZZ - xH,, - yKii) has no repeated factors for each i = 1,. . . , t. We 
have f(z, y, z)=nE=rdet(d- xHii - yKii). Suppose Z(x, y, z) is a linear 
factor of f(x, y, z) of multiplicity r. Since none of the polynomials det(zZ - 
xHii - yKii) has a repeated factor, t B r and Z(x, y, z) divides exactly r of the 
polynomials det(nZ - xHii - yKii); we may assume 2(x, y, z) divides det(zZ - 
xHii-yKii) for i=l,..., r. Now, if r > n/3, then at least one of the first r 
blocks xHii + yK,, must be smaller than 3 X3; for convenience we may 
assume the first block, xH,, + yK,,, is smaller than 3 X 3. If xH,, + yK,, is a 
1 X 1 block, then H and K clearly have a common eigenvector. If xH,, + yK,, 
is a 2X2 block, then, since Z(x, y, z) divides det(zZ - xH,, - yK,,), we see 
that H,, and K,, have property L. The matrices H,, and K,, can then be 
simultaneously, unitarily diagonalized, and H and K will have a common 
eigenvector. Thus, if Kippenhahn’s conjecture is true, our theorem will be a 
consequence of it. 
This work is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, California Znstitute of 
Technology, 1979, written under the direction of Dr. Olga Taussky Todd. 
Thanks are also due to the referee for many helpful suggestions which 
improved the presentation of this paper. 
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